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consTrucTing memory anD DisseminaTing iDenTiTy  
in ukrainian american narraTive *

During last decades, problems of memory, identity, and narrative have been in the very 
center of theoretical discourse in the United States and europe. My point of interest is an 
interrelation between memory and identity in narratives written by Ukrainian émigré writers 
in the United States.

I would like to start by referencing two books with nearly identical titles that gave a new 
angle for my project. The first is “Memory, Narrative, and Identity: New essays in ethnic 
American Literatures”, edited by A. Singh and others 1, and the second is “Memory, 
Narrative, Identity: Remembering the Self” by Nicola King. 2 Both books are grounded in 
the thesis that “identity, instead of being seen as fixed, becomes a dynamic construction that 
adjusts continually to the changes experienced within and surrounding the self” 3 and 
“consistency of consciousness and a sense of continuity between the actions and events of 
the past, and the experience of the present, would appear to be integral to a sense of personal 
identity.” 4 The crucial moment highlighted by Nicola King is that “we remember in different 
ways at different times.” 5

There is one more important issue I would like to discuss at the beginning and that is 
the contemporary understanding of Diaspora and features essential to its definition. As 
gabriel Sheffer shows there are four basic approaches to ethnic identity: primordialist, 
instrumentalist, psychological and constructionist 6. As he claims, none of these approaches 
alone is sufficient to explain the phenomenon of Diaspora, its formation and growth. Thus, 
he proposes “a careful combination of some of those approaches, with an emphasis on 
personal and collective choices.” 7 In other words he insists on “a synthesis approach to 
the question of the genesis, identity, and history of ethno-national diasporas.” 8 A considerable 
importance is Diaspora’s relations with its homeland. 9

I propose the following hypothesis. Diasporic identity is not fixed. It is a dynamical 
construction that is deeply rooted in the past, in its memory, of which both aspects, personal 
and collective, are equally significant, as well as the experience of the present. Diasporic 
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memory will work differently at different times, and the principal way to construct and re-
construct, create and re-create diasporic identity lies in writings and narratives.

In this paper, I am going to show different strategies employed by Ukrainian immigrants 
in their narratives and roles, which were played out by different memories in establishing 
the Ukrainian Diaspora and in the formation of Ukrainian American identity during different 
historical periods. I will present a brief retrospective of writings by Ukrainian Americans 
from the end of 1950-s till the present days. I will concentrate here on the most relevant 
texts which often are the debut ones.

The	context

The Ukrainian Diaspora is relatively a young one. Though the first immigrants from 
Ukraine started to come to North America with the first settlers, mostly they were single 
risk-taking individuals in search of adventures and new lands. If we accept the prevailing 
notion that diaspora carries a sense of displacement and the hope of displaced persons to 
come back to their homeland, it is obvious that those first travelers do not belong to this 
category.

From the 19th century, we may start talking about the mass migration of Ukrainians from 
the borders of their historical homeland. It was the beginning of four large waves of mass 
emigration from Ukraine to the United States of America, and each one has its own set of 
push-pull factors.

The first major wave dated back to 1870 up to the beginning of World War I. estimates 
of Ukrainian immigrants during this time period vary from 240,000 to 500,000 persons. 
The reason is, at that time Ukraine was divided between the Russian and Austro-hungarian 
empires and as shown by Satzewich: “Most of the Ukrainians who migrated to North America 
during the first wave of immigration did not arrive with a clear sense of themselves as 
‘Ukrainians’ 10”. Thus, most of the first wave immigrants comprised the economic working 
class seeking jobs. Before World War I, 98 percent of Ukrainians settled in the northeastern 
states, with 70 percent in pennsylvania. It was a voluntary migration because appealing 
economical conditions attracted immigrants to a potential host territory.

The second wave of immigrants, covering the period between the two world wars, was 
considerably smaller than the first, numbering only about 12,000. That time Ukrainian 
ethnic territory was divided among four political units: Soviet Union, poland, Romania and 
Czechoslovakia. It was also different in a sense that these immigrants were aware of their 
nationalism and deeply politicized.

The third major wave was one of refugees following World War II. It consisted of well-
educated Ukrainians including university students, teachers and scholars, engineers, lawyers, 
and physicians, who had fled their homes during the war and had little interest in returning 
while the Soviet government was in place. They saw both the United States and Canada as 
temporary homes, although most would never return to live in Ukraine. Most of these 
immigrants had spent time in postwar refugee camps in Austria and germany. Between 1947 
and 1951, these Ukrainian Displaced persons, also known as Dps, were resettled, with 
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the greatest number (80,000) going to the United States. So, we may consider this wave as 
a classical one within the definition of a diaspora.

The last wave started in the 1990s with the breakup of the Soviet Union and has continued 
to the present. This wave of immigrants has been mostly criticized in the diasporic community 
since they left Ukraine after it gained its independence after hundreds of years of repression. 
Thus, the status of the Ukrainian Diaspora has changed from stateless to state-linked diaspora 
which, no doubt, has influenced the process of disseminating of diasporic identities.

The	strategies

The background factors that held the first Ukrainian settlers together after leaving their 
home and migrating to distant territories were the myths and the legends about their ancestors. 
Oral narratives dominated and it resulted in the preservation of folk songs, dances and rituals 
which had disappeared long ago in the homeland. As the first immigrants had arrived with 
the unclear vision of their identity they started actively formed it when it was challenged. 
Satzewich underscores that “the formation of a Ukrainian identity, and the development of 
a sense of shared meaning of Ukrainianness, was the result of an interplay between their 
points of origin, nationalizing elites, religion and the conditions in North America.” 10 he 
especially highlights the role played between 1895 and 1914 by Svoboda, the newspaper that 
printed stories about Shevchenko and Franko, Ukrainian history and religion. he also proves 
as well that “the vast majority of first-wave Ukrainian emigrants became Ukrainian while 
in the diaspora.” 12

The second wave of immigrants was politically and nationalistically mature. They 
crystallized the idea of the Ukrainian Diaspora while establishing Ukrainian institutions, 
newspapers, youth organizations. Much was done to preserve the Ukrainian language as it 
was suppressed in the homeland. Schools and Universities were established. The main reason 
was to preserve their national identification with Ukraine and to protect the younger 
generation from denationalizing and assimilating. It is well known that each generation in 
the diaspora is afraid that the next will not be able to find a proper balance between the old 
and new countries, their cultures and values. To prove it, we might look at the article by 
Dr. Myron Kuropas in which he analyzes the present day situation, which is absolutely 
identical to the situation in the 1930s: “As children, the American-born generation attended 
Ridna Shkola where they perfected Ukrainian language, learned about Ukraine and its 
people, and came to appreciate their cultural heritage. As young adults, however, they felt 
estranged from their community. Believing that no one from the older generation cared 
about their ideas, their feelings and the problems they faced in attempting to reconcile their 
two environments, they tended to drift away.” 13 While quoting the press from 1930s, he 
underlines the importance of the creation of the Ukrainian press and youth organizations. 
The similar idea is supported by Satzewich: “The maintenance of a strong ethnic identity 
over time, the development of myths about homeland and the promotion of a sense of 
victimization take place in and through organizations” 14 (the underlines in the quote there 
and further are mine).
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The situation changed dramatically when the third wave started to come to the States. 
The older people who arrived were mainly well-trained professionals and were representatives 
of elite groups who could not accept the Soviet regime. They brought with them the idea 
and hope for a new independent Ukraine. Their identities were shaped before their migration. 
According to Sheffer, this is so-called “incipient diaspora,” whose leaders would work actively 
to “inculcate a favorable opinion and salutary sentiments about the homeland in younger 
members of the community. By doing so, they serve to strengthen the diaspora’s cohesion 
in its host country and to maintain its loyalty to the homeland.” 15 At the time the Ukrainian 
Diaspora was a stateless one, it was very important to keep the vivid memory of the old 
country in its members’ minds. The most appropriate way to do that was by creating narratives 
in their native language with the following aims: the first, to educate the youth; the second, 
to educate Ukrainians in the homeland since those narratives could be read in Ukraine and 
they would stimulate the struggle for independence. In doing so, the Ukrainian diasporic 
leaders were actively involved in re-imagining and re-inventing the past.

The younger generation of third wave immigrants was deeply involved in the same 
process, but with a slight difference. Since they came to the West in their childhood and 
teen years they could obtain their education in schools and universities in europe and the US, 
plus they knew foreign languages and could become assimilated very quickly. But most of 
them had childhood memories of their native country, which were idealized and supported 
by older people. Thus, again “the tendencies urging them to assimilate and integrate into 
host society are counterbalanced by their strong sentiments toward their homeland.” 16 
The emerging of the so called New York group of poets represents a transitional stage from 
the Ukrainian diasporic identity to the creation of Ukrainian American identity.

The	New	York	Group	of	poets

Actually, the first steps toward the creation of a new group were made by Yuriy Tarnawsky 
and Bohdan Rubchak when they published their first books of poetry “Life in the City” 
(1956) and “Stone garden” (1956) in New York and Chicago respectively. These were 
the first books with new themes which had never been cultivated in Ukrainian literature. 
Instead they wrote under the influence of european existentialism and American modernist 
trends. In 1958 the decision to create a group was made and a magazine “New poetry” 
(1959–1971) established. The core of the group consisted of seven poets: Yuriy Tarnawsky 
(b. 1934), Bohdan Rubchak (b. 1935), Bohdan Boychuk (b. 1927), emma Andievska 
(b. 1931), Zhenia Vasylkivska (b. 1929), patricia Nell Warren (patricia Kylyna) (b. 1936) 
and Vira Vowk (b. 1926).

It was a time to create a new type of discourse within the Ukrainian Diaspora. The young 
refugees made the following distinctive steps toward this: they were united as a group; they 
clearly separated that group from the older generation organizations and institutions by its 
name New York group; they created their own literary almanac, which enabled them to 
gather new readers for their poetry, they published not only poems but critical articles as 
well in which their poetry was analyzed as new and modern. So, they did everything 
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to acquire power through their narratives on the basis of their western experience and 
knowledge.

Nevertheless there are some things they didn’t do. In spite of the fact that they preferred 
not to write about Ukraine, not to follow old traditions (for example, most of them tended 
not to write poems with rhyme, but preferred to follow the modern idiom of free verse), they 
continued to write their poems in Ukrainian. The transition from one language to another 
was very painful and took a long time. In many poems we can notice and feel that lack of 
confidence and a desire to obtain a unified identity as most of them spent the whole life on 
the crossroads between their memories and the challenges of a new culture. As in the following 
poem by Bohdan Boychuk:

A Mirror
every day you disfigure
your mirror
force it
to reflect you
other than you are
and so you
double-up
turn yourself inside out
until the glass
disgusted
vomits you up
unloved
undone
unwanted. 17

All of the above mentioned reasons caused deep alienation of the group. They were not 
accepted by the older generation because they didn’t follow the tradition. In a way, they 
distorted their memory of the “old country”; the path to Ukraine was closed as well because 
of the political situation in Ukraine. But even when the first news from abroad started to 
come to the Ukrainian elite, they preferred to criticize the members of New York group 
for a number of reasons: poor knowledge of Ukrainian language, eroticism, lack of patriotism 
for Ukraine, and others. Thus, the group, as an entity, was in a double bind, as its poets 
were too radical for the older émigré community and their search for new themes and 
techniques were too extravagant and modern for homeland literary circles stuck in social 
realism.

As a result, after 1969 group members one by one stopped their literary activity. Today 
only some of them continue to write: Andiewska in germany, Vowk in Brazil, Boychuk in 
Ukraine. Yuriy Tarnawsky stayed in New York and started to write fiction in english. his 
example is the most remarkable one, as he is nearly one of those Ukrainians who openly 
speaks now that he is a Ukrainian American / American Ukrainian writer. In fact he doesn’t 
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use Ukrainian imagery or themes in his recent works. his novels were published in American 
avant-garde publishing houses (“Fiction Collective” and “Fiction Collective-II”).

The	autobiographical	genre	as	the	reservoir		
of	individual	and	collective	memory

Another remarkable fact is that most of the third wave immigrants wrote autobiographical 
pieces. Autobiography is a special type of the narrative centered on the creation of the self and 
which witnesses the crossing of the imaginary line between youth and adulthood. I would like 
to mention several texts that were written by Ukrainian émigré writers such as “On A White 
horse” and “On A Black horse” (1956) by Ulas Samchuk, “The Far Away World” (1955) by 
halyna Zhurba, “My Youth” (1965) by Fedir Dudko, “In a Stream of Multi Cultures” (1988) 
by Yar Slavutych, “Meetings and Farewells” (1987) by hryhorij Kostiuk, “Talks to Myself on 
the Road” (1994) by Ivan Koshelivets, “Barefoot home and Back” (2000) by Yuriy Tarnawsky, 
as well as many others. The second half of the twentieth century witnessed the revival of 
the autobiographical genre and a deep interest in it, especially in the United States. 
The autobiographies by Ukrainian writers responded to the popularity of the memoir narratives 
and at the same time were necessary for the whole community as they were centered on 
the problems of creation of new identities for Ukrainian immigrants. even the titles of the texts 
reflect the main themes cultivated by the writers: juxtaposition of the new and the old countries 
(as in many titles we have the pairs of words: “black and white,” “meetings and farewells,” 
“home and back”), a deep concentration on personal feelings and thoughts (as stressed in 
the words “talks to myself”), the feeling of a constant move and shift (the images of “horse” 
and “road”), a deep personal sorrow over one’s youth and for Ukraine, which became “the 
far away world” and the anxiety of living “in a stream of multi cultures”.

The realization of psychological hybridity and the feeling of alienation became the main 
motifs in many Ukrainian autobiographies written in exile. “There is no good to live in two 
worlds. But this is a must. For the immigrants of my type a national identity is stepping aside. 
I am thinking in two languages and I feel, as I said, a cosmopolitan. But even in my late 
years my Ukrainian roots remember the land, to be exact the youth in the land, which once 
was a homeland.” 18 Similar tones are presented in Tarnawsky’s autobiography. he 
underscores that the returning home is possible but only physically, not metaphysically. 
While he comes to Ukraine, his alienation and loneliness become even more evident and 
painful: “Coming back home is not possible because, as soon as a person leaves his home, 
it will not be there yet. In its place there will be another house, or a palace, or a ruin, or a gas 
station, or an empty place, but not what he left.” 19 It is obvious that the writer stresses 
the difference between the image of the home in his memory and reality which is always 
different. The same is proven by edward Said: “You cannot go back to some earlier and 
perhaps more stable condition of being at home; and, alas, you can never fully arrive, be at 
one with your new home or situation.” 20

Autobiographies by Ukrainian émigré writers were stimulated by the multicultural revival 
of American society and centered on the analysis of American reality and the immigrants’ 
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experience, but because they were written in Ukrainian, that’s why they were invisible within 
American literary discourse. At the same time, they accumulated the memories of the older 
generation of the Ukrainian émigré elite and summarized the previous period of formation 
of the Ukrainian Diaspora. So, those autobiographical narratives became the distinct mark 
of the transition that opened the way for a younger generation with its new attitude to their 
identity and the home country.

The	second	generation:	new	perspectives

Askold Melnyczuk.	The second generation of Ukrainian immigrants, as any other second 
generation, does not have actual memories of their ancestral country. They may have only 
“paper memory” (as it was called by Umberto eco in the novel “The Mysterious Flame by 
Queen Loanna”) and “narrative memory,” which is passed through oral stories told by older 
members of a family.

The first and very successful example of a mixture of old legends and family stories was 
given by Askold Melnyczuk in a New York Times Notable Book of the Year for 1994 “What 
is Told”. It depicts the history of the Zabobon family from old times till the present day of 
their life in New Jersey.

Melnyczuk masterfully combines the legends about King Toor (an old legendary ancestor) 
of Rozdorizha (an imaginary place in Ukraine which name can be translated as “lying on 
the crossroads”) and the sufferings of his descendants during World War I and World War II, 
their way through the Dp camps to the United States. he juxtaposes old poetic Ukrainian 
myths and the reality of a new world. For example, “King Toor Zabobon slept wrapped up in 
the clouds he pulled from the sky each night. he talked to the wind and was on fair terms with 
the rain.” 21 We may compare it to the artificial existence of Ukrainian immigrants as, for 
example, in the following passage that describes the feelings of the family of Arkady Vorog, 
one of the main characters in the novel (his last name is translated as an “enemy”): “the Vorogs 
lived on an island created by Arkady. his will, his dream, kept them from seeing the world 
around them.” 22 The main problem new immigrants cannot assimilate in a new society is 
the different collective memory they share with their new neighbors: “When the Vorogs arrived, 
noblesse oblige prompted her to visit them with local newspapers and carefully articulated 
advice on how they might enroll in the community. Arkady listened patiently while she explained 
about the pTA, the stamp club, gun club, canoe club, the senior citizens (…), and other local 
organizations. After she left, the matter was dropped. There wasn’t time for it. Why adjust to 
a country in which you were, at best, temporary residents?” 23

What is important for the author from the beginning is the ability to remember. he 
stresses that many times. King Toor, the first among the Zabobons, remembered his origin 
and his cousin brothers, the trees, who couldn’t move, and Toor had to defend them from 
the Tartars. When Christianity was adopted, people had to come to service three times a week 
to help them remember. even water can remember. So do the people.

Melnyczuk points out the closeness and even similarity between memory and writing. 
One of his characters, Markian, becomes a keeper of the book in which he put down 
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everything, but that writing rattled the people: “how was it possible for men to translate 
themselves, their very essence, the breath that rose from their bellies, into berry drippings 
on parchment? powerful magic. A scroll of writing could put a man into a trance, changing 
his body into a vessel for another’s dreams. According to Markian, it was by this magic a man 
might live forever.” 24 Thus King Toor was alive in the memory of his descendants. The final 
scene in the novel shows him looking at a small boy, Bohdan, born in America. While he is 
looking at the boy, he is transforming and rooting himself in a new world. This gives the hope 
for those who come to the new world that they have a very powerful link to the generations 
before them if they can remember: “he looks down the corridor of centuries behind him, 
and he looks ahead. he sees the faces of children that were born to his children; and he 
remembers his mother, smiles; sees the gaunt face of his grandmother, frowns, and he claws 
backwards through the brush, pushing past pines, the needles poking his scaly skin, and he 
looks at the ground. his toes are growing into roots.” 25

Summing up, Askold Melnyczuk is the first American writer of Ukrainian origin who 
wrote a large narrative in which he attempted to place Ukrainian experience and Ukrainian 
memory into diverse American cultural writings. Though that’s not really accurate. Many 
Ukrainian American writers wrote about their ancestry, but Melnyczuk was the first Ukrainian 
American writer to pUBLISh his novel with a mainstream American publisher which is 
very significant because it received attention beyond the Ukrainian Diaspora community in 
the U.S. As we may see from the multiple positive reviews of his novel, his attempt was rather 
successful. But what is more important, he was the first who showed a way for young Ukrainian 
American writers and poets on how to find the balance between their present and past and 
how to implement it into a narrative structure.

I would like to point out two distinguished shifts in “diasporic – homeland” relationships 
which became vivid after the publication of the novel. First, Melnyczuk’s novel nearly 
immediately received positive responses from Ukraine. Though, as it often happens, 
the homeland appears to be a main source of tension between the diaspora and homeland, 
in this case the homeland had no choice but to accept such a cultural representation of 
the Ukrainian Diaspora. That aestheticizing of diasporic activity became even more powerful 
than political or institutional diasporic activism. Second, knowledge of the native language 
and its choice for creating narratives started to lose its importance, and it hasn’t been accepted 
any longer as a necessary attribute of belonging to the Ukrainian community, history, and 
memory.

Irene Zabytko. In comparison with Askold Melnyczuk’s poetic blend of myth and realism, 
Irene Zabytko explores the possibilities of irony in creating the images of Ukrainian refugees. 
She was born in Chicago and received her Master of Fine Arts in Writing degree with 
a specialty in Fiction from Vermont College. In 2000 she published her first novel “The Sky 
Unwashed” which is focused on the Chornobyl nuclear accident and the survivors of 
the tragedy who came back to the dead zone and still live there. The novel was written in 
english and was a Barnes & Nobel “Discover great New Writers” and a Book Sense‘76 
Independent Book Store selection. “The Sky Unwashed” was one of the first books that 
presented Ukraine’s tragic experience to readers in the West.
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In her second book “When Luba Leaves home [Stories]” (2003), Zabytko concentrates 
on misunderstandings between the older and younger generations of immigrants, and tries 
to find the balance between old values and the challenges of a new culture. She artistically 
explores factors that caused the formation of a hybrid identity among the second generation. 
The main character, Luba, who was born in a Dp camp somewhere in europe, now lives 
with her refugee parents in the Ukrainian Village neighborhood in Chicago. These ethnic 
émigré territories deeply influence the life of all the characters; while limiting physical 
freedom the urban ethnic “ghetto”, at the same time, limits the life outlook and creativity 
of its inhabitants. When Luba decides to express her “American self,” she begins by passing 
the imaginary line between her neighborhood and the outer world. She dreams about leaving 
home when she begins to attend the university. It was her hope that the outer world might 
change her identity. Actually it was a desire to become rootless, to leave the family, which is 
full of old memories and stories told by parents and their friends. But Luba could not do 
that and stayed with her parents.

The writer then shows her female character making the decision to change her identity 
herself: first of all, she needs to Americanize her name from Luba Vovchenko to Linda Wolf, 
change her hairstyle, clothes, and what is most important, to buy a car so as to have the ability 
to cross the borders of her neighborhood. All of those are the markers of American material 
culture; while accepting them you may create the illusion of your new identity. But unexpectedly 
during her first drive to the edges of Chicago, Luba realizes that she has already left something 
behind in her passion to escape: “And instead of celebrating the liberating triumph that my 
beautiful car represented, I foolishly started to cry. It felt as if I had already run out of places 
to go.” 26 That feeling becomes deeper and more conscious when Luba meets her first American 
guy named John Mars. her desire to imitate the clothes and style of American fashion gives 
her no advantages. As they begin to talk, they speak the same language, but it was as if they 
were absolute strangers. When he asks her about the church, it was just a beautiful building for 
him, for her it had associations with her childhood and traditions and dreams. When they 
come to Ukrainian bar, it was just not a very pleasant place for John Mars, but a very meaningful 
spot for Luba and the entire Ukrainian community.

The diasporic identity is realized in space, its openness or closeness, and its interrelation 
with time. In Zabytko’s novel-in-stories there are several places that play the role of 
disseminating identity and constructing memory for her characters. I have already mentioned 
the church, which, of course, is the symbol of Ukrainian culture and tradition, and is 
a powerful instrument of education and religious memory. But even this sacred space has 
been “corrupted” by issues of time. There is a remarkable episode in the book, when 
the Ukrainian community is disintegrating because some support the changes in the religious 
calendar (moving the Christmas celebration from the Julian calendar on January 7 to 
the gregorian calendar on December 25), while others were opposed to it. It shows that in 
a new culture nothing may stay unchangeable: if it is impossible to change the place then it 
is necessary to change time or at least the attitude to it. The next important place in the novel 
is the Ukrainian heritage Museum in which Luba’s father works as a curator. The writer 
highlights the sacredness of the place as having the collection of Scythian coins, Old Slavonic 
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Bibles and other things that vividly prove the existence of an extensive heritage of a powerful 
and rich culture and serve as the connection not only to the old country as a place but to 
older times and the great ancestors.

A third locus that is significant for both the older and younger generation is the Ukrainian 
bar. For the older generation, the bar is the only place for meeting, for communication, and it is 
a center for psychotherapy. Ironically, psychological relief comes to the immigrants only after 
severe fights. The memory of the trauma they had and the imposed restrictions of movement 
result in explosions of energy and cruelty: “The men came there to talk, to try to make some 
sense of the war and of the sorrows they had endured and of the crimes they had committed and 
that had been committed against them. Some of them were crazy; some couldn’t sleep anymore; 
many drank their way out of memories.” 27 Also the bar was the place where they could hide from 
the American reality which was double-edged: America was a place for which they had patriotic 
feelings for since it allowed them to live and bring up their children, but it was not the promised 
land which they searched for – this place was an independent Ukraine from their dreams: “They 
were bewildered by America”, “The men would fight themselves hating one another more that 
the Americans had hated them all week”, “they fought among themselves with awful cruelty and 
bitterness because they didn’t know how to fight America.” 28 The bitterness of the situation was 
caused by that they had no other choice but to go to the Ukrainian bar and, as a result, they 
gravitated to that place and hated it at the same time. It appears as a microcosmic parallel to their 
whole presence in the United States.

In comparison, the younger generation felt alienated among the Americans, so they came 
to the bar very often for the same reasons: communication, socialization, and psychotherapy, 
but the significant difference is that they do it by their own choice. And that is the main 
difference between them and the older immigrants whose identities are given and formed in 
their homeland. Thus, they cannot redefine their inner world and reshape their memories 
quickly and spontaneously; they have to make many sacrifices and choices while they may 
find the balance between two cultures. For the second generation, this way is easier as they 
don’t have the traumatic memory their parents have but they also face a difficult choice between 
different values or at least they have to find out the prevailing ones.

Two	Ukrainian	American	female	poets:		
Dzvinia	Orlowsky	and	Larissa	Szporluk

Dzvinia Orlowsky. The first book of poems “A handful of Bees” (1994) by Dzvinia 
Orlowsky was published in pittsburgh. It has the inscription: “In memory of my father, 
Miroslaus Orlowsky” with an epigraph from Jean Follian: “everything is an event for those 
who know how to tremble.” As we can see, even these first lines of the book are pointed 
toward and result from the personal past. Thus, we may argue that Orlowsky’s texts are based 
on the autobiographical memory of events she personally experienced in the past. It may be 
true about poetry, which is the most subjective-oriented genre of literature, as it is also noted 
in a book ArchiTEXTS of Memory: “Autobiographical memory is an act of imaginative 
construction that is constitutive of human subjectivity.” 29
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It appears to be true as we find many details of the poet’s personal past experience in 
the first book: her father’s disease and death, her own arguments with an ex-husband and their 
divorce, as well as other events. But at the same time, we should remember that any personal 
memory is closely bound within the collective memory of a group as has been shown by Maurice 
halbwachs and later developed in the works by paul Connerton. In his book “On Collective 
Memory”, halbwachs proved that: “It is in society that people normally acquire their memories. 
It is also in society that they recall, recognize, and localize their memories.” 30

For example, in “A handful of Bees”, we are shown the vast variety of social immigrant 
organizations that took an active part in creating the memories of the main character. Among 
them are the church, the Ukrainian National home, and Saturday Ukrainian School. All these 
organizations participated in creating and re-creating the memory of the old country and its 
traditions. The church accumulates the history, knowledge, beliefs, and rituals. The rituals do 
not “simply imply continuity with the past by virtue of their high degree of formality and fixity; 
rather, they have as one of their defining features the explicit claim to be commemorating such 
a continuity.” 31 Just to prove this, we can read Orlowsky’s poems “First Communion,” “praying,” 
“The grotto of Lourdes,” or “When First Stars Appear” in which we witness the accumulation 
of old rituals in a new world and how they are connected with personal memories. For example, 
we often see the character’s grandmother, what can be interpreted as a generational link with 
ancestors and the memory of distant but still painful tragedies such as when a church was burned 
down. It is an allusion to times of war and repression in Ukraine.

Just as the church, newly established institutions such as the Ukrainian National home 
and the Saturday Ukrainian School were created to claim continuity with the appropriate 
historic past. The poem “Luba Doesn’t have the Mouse” stresses the isolation of Ukrainian 
émigré children from American cultural institutions and their unwillingness to spend 
weekends at school:

imprisoned in so small a classroom
every Saturday while other children played,
forced by our parents to love
the old country we cared little for 32

At the same time we can see in this poem the beginning of the formation of a hybrid 
identity as the described situation may be interpreted in different ways. On the one hand, 
we see the forced and not enthusiastic children, not willing to study about a country which 
resembles “a puddle” on the map, but on the other hand, those children are puzzled and 
bewildered by the world and the situation they are in, and they look at the teacher as a guide 
who knows the way out:

the world
kneaded into one incomprehensible pile of dough
it was her responsibility
to unfold and cut into meaningful
shapes for us 33
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But no doubt Orlowsky mainly stresses the family, its memories, and stories from the past. 
her deep love for her father, closeness to her grandmother and mother are obvious from 
the texts. As shown by halbwachs: “each family has its proper mentality, its memories which 
it alone commemorates, and its secrets that are revealed only to its members. […] They are 
at the same time models, examples, and elements of teaching. They express the general 
attitude of the group; they not only reproduce its history but also define its nature and its 
qualities and weaknesses.” 34 That is why recollections of the poet’s mother often come into 
the poems as over the years they become an important part of the collective memory of 
the family and her personal memory as well:

Alone in New england, she could never love
the ocean as she loved fields —
barns collapsed into a wreckage
of windows and doors, without the man who sawed. 35

(From “Barn Lumber”)

It seemed she was constantly near the ground,
pulling grass out, pushing seeds in. 36

(From “her Back”)

I disguise myself
by praying with my mother’s accent. 37

(From “praying”)

I want to feel the interiors
of churches,
breaths of stone,
ancestors I can’t touch.
So I watch the sleep
of my mother’s face. 38

(From “poland”)

Via the narration of her womanhood, the poet realizes not only the closeness to her 
mother, grandmother, to all ancestors, to the old country but also to the earth and 
the Universe, something that is vividly proclaimed in the final poem “Daybreak.” In it 
the poet in-writes her own experience enriched by Memory into the global order:

Dreamers cruise down country roads,
headlights spinning a thousand threaded lights.
earth pauses for those waking, for the sleepless
to shut off their alarms, for the insane to close
their long illegible letters. 
I hear this house breathe,
it is my breath. I listen – there are loud sounds
and there are no sounds.
They meet at the bottom of the stairs. 39
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It was just the beginning. The poetic accumulation of her personal experience within 
a wide perspective gives Orlowsky a kind of treatment of her early anxiety and painful 
memories of childhood, her father’s death and her divorce.

Larissa Szporluk debuted with the book of poetry “Dark Sky Question” in 1998. It was 
dedicated to her mother, a non-Ukrainian by origin. As it is described on the cover of the book 
by Alice Fulton: “her poetry, free of narcissism and autobiography, indentured to 
the irrational and oblique, is made from a displaced language ‘shaking to remember where 
it was owned”. Another critic Brenda hillman pointed out in the introduction: “There are 
no continuous narratives in the poems, no “personalities” in the conventional sense, though 
a loose, unhinged “I” speaks many of the lines,” and later, “Because the connections between 
observations seem tenuous, the attention to the “between” – in the form of discursiveness 
or subjectivity – is left out. Or, it is both left out, and is the only locus for memory and 
desire.” 40 It seems that these two opinions may give us a key to the reading of Szproluk’s 
poems within the discourse of memory. her poems are based on an individual act of 
remembrance, which leads the poet not to the social world, but to the world of dreams. 
According to Jan Assmann: “In act of remembering we do not just descend into the depths 
of our own most intimate life, but we introduce an order and a structure into that internal 
life that are socially conditioned and that link us to the social world. every act of consciousness 
is socially mediated; only in our dreams do we find the social world relaxes its structuring 
grip of our inner life.” 41 We often feel that juxtaposition between the inner life of free dreams 
and the social world as, for example, in the very first poem “Flight of the Mice”:

It was a small dream, like our dream,
built on the small wish to be home
once the home had been broken. 42

The words “dream,” “dreamer” and “home” stand close in the context of most of 
the poems. This escape into the depth of herself bring out the other key images which are 
“body” and “god.” Thus, Szporluk’s lines appeal mostly to hybrid cultural memory, which 
is based on religion and myths or, as formulated by Assmann, which is “the interaction 
between the psyche, consciousness, society, and culture” 43 or, it is better to say, cultures and 
their crossroads.

It’s a golden prison. The light on my hair 
cries for memory, for anything 
to weigh it down. 44

(From “Menace of the Skies”)

The world could only be a ship,
a hunted thing to the pale light,
a swerving single body,
broken in the act and in the echo
of suggestion. 45

(From “Mauvaises Terres”)
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She asks around, asks how, 
where do we feel to find who we are. 46

(From “Libido”)

Victims form a line even god doesn’t know, 
their desire for home 
snuffed out like a phantom. 47

(From “Ignis Fatuus”)

her search is far from exact places, names and dates. Though the key question for 
the poet seems to be to find out who we are and what our home is, it is a search in her own 
microcosm. If we are humans, then what it means to be a human being and moreover to be 
a woman. No doubt, Szporluk’s poetic search has been stimulated by her double belonging 
to minority groups, to hybrid diasporic and gender ones.

The début was successful, and Larissa Szporluk won the 1997 Barnard New Women 
poets prize that proves that her fresh and strange inner world resulted from her experience 
of being a woman and a descendant of a “mixed marriage” family fascinated American 
readers. To my mind, Larissa Szporluk’s writings are good examples of a new type of discourse 
within Ukrainian American space which is tending to form an American Ukrainian type of 
identity.

New	Type	of	Ukrainian	American	Intellectuals:		
Alexander	J.	Motyl	and	Michael	Naydan

I claim that currently we are witnessing the revival of a new type of Ukrainian American 
intellectual. After Ukrainian independence the Ukrainian Diaspora has changed its status 
from a stateless to state-linked one. As Sheffer points: “Instead of focusing most of their 
efforts on matters related to their homeland, now those diasporas are devoting more attention 
and resources to solving their own problems in their host countries. In other words, they are 
trying harder to feel at home abroad.” 48 And the whole academic atmosphere in the United 
States is stimulating the formation and development of a new type of intellectual, who 
actually must be a dissident, as we are shown in the works by Said and Kristeva. Kristeva, 
for example, distinguishes three types of dissident intellectuals, the third of which “is 
the writer who experiments with the limits of identity.” 49

At the moment the second generation of Ukrainians from the third wave is in their fifties. 
They were educated in American Universities, and they managed to realize themselves in 
American society, becoming professors and entering the American elite academic circles. 
I would mention Alexander J. Motyl, a professor of political science at Rutgers University, 
a painter and a writer, and Michael Naydan, a professor of Slavic Studies at pennsylvania 
State University, a well-known Ukrainian-english translator and a writer. Both, Motyl and 
Naydan, have based their career on their knowledge and interrelation between American 
and Ukrainian studies in political life as well as in the literary sphere. It helped them to feel 
at home in both cultures and doubled their identities into Ukrainian and American. Both 
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started their own literary career late, as Motyl published his first novel “Whiskey priest” in 
2005 and Naydan has just finished the manuscript of his second novel “Seven Signs of 
the Lion.” 50

These texts are significantly different from everything written before. Though, the key 
issue in both novels is the search of identity, the authors reveal it in new forms and genres 
and new types of characters. Motyl, for example, chooses the detective style and moves 
the main characters, who are American professors, a former Soviet KgB believer working 
for the Russian mafia, a Soviet émigré, and a U.S. female diplomat of Ukrainian descendant, 
between Austria and Ukraine. Ukraine has become a topos in which all of the secrets are 
revealed and all the i’s are dotted. At the same time, the writer gives everything in a huge 
intertextual perspective in which we are referred to massive moments of intellectual european 
history and culture represented by Sartre, de Beauvoir, habermas, Wittgenstein, Marxists, 
as well as many others. The writer feels himself free in those historical and cultural discourses 
which enable his manipulating the characters and the readers through the history, culture 
and present day challenges such as a prostitution ring that exploits Ukrainian women.

Naydan’s novel is inspired by his visits to Ukraine and mainly to its “western capital” — 
Lviv. The novel has a subtitle “The Magic of Leopolis” — “A Novel of its people and places.” 51 
Thus, it combines the features of autobiography, biography and the genre of a mystery. It 
starts from the main character’s dream about seven signs of the lion and the doors of tomorrow 
which have to be opened to save the Universe. When the journey is started it appears to be 
the journey to a “homeland of not particularly remembered ancestors” (Naydan) by Nicholas 
Bilanchuk, a Fulbright visiting scholar. On his way he meets many prominent writers, artists, 
and musicians, who have prototypes in real life. Thus, it is an attempt to show the present 
day Ukraine as a country rich in current history, culture and people, as a homeland that may 
inspire and enrich the personality with necessary knowledge and feelings of being important 
and a complete personality, while keeping in memory the trace of old legends and 
ancestors.

Conclusion

The analyzed narratives written by Ukrainian émigré writers help these writers to 
realize their own belonging to two different cultures and to find a sort of balance between 
them. The narrating memory enables the search for identity, which is in flux and tends 
from a Ukrainian national to Ukrainian diasporic identity, later to a Ukrainian American 
one and, obviously for future generations, to an American Ukrainian identity. 
The Ukrainian migrants went through different stages: from the concentration on 
themselves as an ethnic group with close attention to the homeland, imagined as a lost 
land that needed help to preserve its language and culture. That, of course, resulted in 
the alienation and closeness of Ukrainian community in the United States. Step by step 
Ukrainian writers of the second and third waves of immigrants rewrote their American 
experience and open the way for the hybrid identities of the future generations and 
the fourth wave of newcomers. With the revival of independent Ukraine, writers of 
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the second generation could find a way to incorporate their experience into a new society, 
and Ukraine has become a source of inspiration and a place for the search for identity. 
The active memory and knowledge of the old country, its history, culture, and traditions 
gave them the basis and the inspiration for future projects covering a greater variety of 
themes, such as in the following novels by Askold Melnyczuk “The Ambassador of 
the Dead” (2001) and “The house of Widows” (2008); the documentary film project 
about Chornobyl with an accompanying memoir, and the forthcoming novel “She was 
exotic and Strange” by Irene Zabytko; three books of poems by Dzvinia Orlowsky “edge 
of the house” (1999), which was just recently reissued as a Carnegie Mellon Contemporary 
Classic, “except for One Obscene Brushstroke” (2003), and “Convertible Night, Flurry 
of Stones” (2008); “Isolato” (2000) which received the award by the Iowa poetry press, 
“The Wind, Master Cherry, The Wind” (2003) and “embryos and Idiots” (2007) by Larissa 
Szporluk; and an absurdist tragicomedy by Alexander Motyl “Who Killed Andrei Warhol” 
(2007). Most of these recent projects are characterized by large-scale vision and freedom, 
and are highly praised by critics in the US and in Ukraine.

A Ukrainian theme has also recently become more vivid in American culture. I would 
like to mention just a couple of works. The first is a novel by Jonathan Safran Foer “everything 
is Illuminated” (2002) and the film (2005) with the same title directed by Liev Schreiber. In 
both, Ukraine is a place where the main character starts his quest for identity. Though, in 
the book we witness a long and dramatic history of relations between Ukrainians and Jews, 
the film simplifies it and deals mainly with the stereotypes that Ukrainians have of Jews and 
Americans, and Americans and Jews have of Ukrainians. Time spent traveling on the road 
gives the opportunity to the main characters to eliminate misunderstandings and 
the “mistakes” of memory/history and find a common language.

I would also like to mention one more contemporary example of the search for identity, 
which was made by eugene hütz, who plays one of the leading roles in “everything is 
Illuminated”. he is a representative of the fourth wave of Ukrainian emigrants in the United 
States. he immigrated in his twenties and became the well-known lead singer of the New 
York gypsy punk band “gogol Bordello”. he is actively experimenting and “negotiating 
his identity” in the sense that he is determined to preserve the gypsy culture. he also made 
a trip to his homeland Ukraine but with the only purpose to gather gypsy songs and traditions 
and to bring them to the New World. That journey was filmed by pavla Fleischer, and 
the documentary “The piped piper of hützovina” was presented by Apt Film in 2006. This 
example proves once more that modern immigrants can pay more attention to their free-will 
development/re-development, creation/re-creation of the identity as they feel more freedom 
and have more options. Such “negotiable identities” are contested by groups and individuals 
and are enabled by previous emigrants who “successfully reimagined American national 
identity in a way that would make it negotiable for new european arrivals.” 52 As we have 
also proved above, Ukrainian immigrants, among others, “managed to rewrite the ‘national 
text’ and to present a new America as a nation of immigrants, (…) they created new identity 
options, in particular new ways of being American, which became available for appropriation 
by their fellow immigrants.” 53
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A second relating literary work in this respect is a novel “Coal Run” (2004) by Tawni 
O’Dell in which the main theme is lost identity “both locally, in the pennsylvania boys’ 
forgetting their hometowns, and in a larger sense, in Americans’ forgetting their ethnic 
identities.”54 The main character is Ivan Zoschenko, a descendant of a Ukrainian miner, who 
settled in pennsylvania, and whose father went through the traumatic experience of Stalinism 
and died in the mines when Ivan was a small boy. Despite a university education and reaching 
success as a football player, his father’s past and death haunted Ivan’s memory for years. Thus, 
in this novel we face the same problems we discussed earlier: identity is incomplete without 
the collective, social and cultural memory of the group you belong via your ancestors.

All in all, I would like to finish this paper with a quote from my interview with Irene 
Zabytko who said: “The world needs Ukrainian writers from the Diaspora or in Ukraine 
because their experiences, wisdom and insights into the human condition are as valid and 
fascinating as any other culture, and the best way to explore those mysteries of being human 
is through art and literature.”

2008. Pennsylvania State University, USA
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тетяна ОСтАпЧук

конструювання пам’яті та формування ідентичності  
в українсько-американському наративі

У статті розглянуто в порівняльній перспективі різні стратегії конструювання 
пам’яті й формування ідентичності головно в текстах американських письменників 
«другої ґенерації» українських еміґрантів. Наголошуючи на зв’язках із попередньою 
традицією та відмінностях від неї, це дослідження окреслює еволюцію тексту, у яко-
му автори постійно коливаються між представленням та приховуванням свого 
національного походження, таким чином розмиваючи межі між українським та 
амерканським self у своїх текстах. Проаналізовані наративи, написані Аскольдом 
Мельничуком, Іриною Забитко, Дзвінею Орловскі, Ларисою Шпорлюк, Олексан-
дром Мотилем і Михайлом Найданом, допомогли авторам зреалізувати власну 
приналежність до двох різних культур і віднайти певну рівновагу. Наративна пам’ять 
уможливлює пошук ідентичності, яка перебуває в постійному русі та прямує від 
української національної до української діаспорної ідентичності, потім до україн-
ської американської та, вочевидь, до американської української ідентичності.
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